COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA

Public Lending Right Act 1985

Public Lending Right Scheme 1997 (Modification No. 1 of 2001)

I, PETER JOHN MCGAURAN, Minister for the Arts and the Centenary of Federation, issue the following Notice under paragraph 5(1)(b) of the Public Lending Right Act 1985 (the Act).

Dated 19 April 2001

PETER McGAURAN

Minister for the Arts
and the Centenary of Federation

1. Modification
1.1 The Public Lending Right Scheme 1997 is modified as set out in this Notice.

2. Subsection 14(2)
2.1 Omit “$1.25”, substitute “$1.27”.

3. Subsection 15(2)
3.1 Omit “31.25 cents”, substitute “31.75 cents”.
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